Style Sheet: Clubhouse Pet Brushing and Dental Care

1. (Brushing) Watch: “Best Cat Brush and How to Brush your Cat” (by n4ktz)
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWIPhAkP1Io
   The brush that n4ktz recommends is from a company called Kong—that also makes a brush for dogs.

2. (Cat’s Teeth Cleaning) Watch: “Cat Dental Health & Tooth Care : How to Brush Cat Teeth”
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyudvKceI4A

3. (Dog’s Teeth Cleaning) Watch: “How To Brush Your Dogs Teeth”
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lR8bLPRkXkE

Cat’s Teeth Cleaning
To clean a cat’s teeth, Dr. Greg McDonald from Expert Village recommends a small rubber brush designed to fit over your finger (from C.E.T.) that comes with edible toothpaste. Additional edible toothpaste (seafood flavor) will be added to the storage area.

Use a cat wash cloth (clean cat wash cloths are stored in each pet’s shopping bag—and washed with pet laundry). You will need the cloth to dry the toothbrush (after washing the toothbrush with the pet’s glycerin soap bar—remember to dry the bar of soap).

Dog’s Teeth Cleaning
To clean a dog’s teeth, Dr. Cal Williams recommends a soft child’s toothbrush with edible toothpaste. Additional edible toothpaste (beef flavor) will be added to the storage area.

Use a dog wash cloth (clean dog wash cloths are stored in each pet’s shopping bag—and washed with pet laundry). You will need the cloth to dry the toothbrush (after washing the toothbrush with the pet’s glycerin soap bar—remember to dry the bar of soap).

Dowse to Check on Pets’ Status
Remember: every aspect of pet care will require you to dowse and ask the question, “Are the pets ok?” A “No” response will require that you dowse each of their names. Once you have identified which pet needs added attention, you will need to dowse general topics such as “food,” “parasites,” “grooming,” and “socialization.” A “Yes” response to a topic will help you to form new questions until you figure out what a pet needs.